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石秉仁 隋国芳

(核工业西南物理研究院，成都〉

摘要

在托卡马克等离子体中，高能粒子可以激发一种称为鱼骨模的

内扭曲模。现有鱼骨模理论是建立在理想磁流体近似基础上的，它预

言有两支不稳定分支。对于高能粒子的比压值，ω勾Edm的一支(Chen

White 分支)的激发间值较高;而ω勾ω川的一支 (Coppi 分支)的激

发闵值很低，因而对托卡马克等离子体的加热效率及约束非常不利。

不过，研究发现电阻效应对这支模有实质性的影响。文中详细分析了

电阻性鱼骨模理论，给出了新的稳定性参数区结构图。可以看到，

Coppi 分支被一支增长率很低的弱不稳定模所代替，同时，严格意义

的稳定区不复存在。作者用一种新方法计算了该模的增长率随高能

离子比压的变化，并与其它不稳定模作了对比。讨论了对未来大型托

卡马克装置的影响。
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THEORY OF TOKAMAK RESISTIVE
FISHBONE MODES

Shi Bingren Sui Guofang

(SOUTHWESTEN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS , CHENGDU)

ABSTRACT

A special kind of internal kink mode , the fishbone , can be excited by the

energetic particles in tokamak plasmas. Theoretical analyses of fishbone modes

based on the ideal MHD framework have predicted that two branches of modes

exists. One is the Chen - Whi te branch withω句;二dm' corresponding to a higher

threshold in fA j the other is the Coppi~s branch with ω句ω叫， and a much lower

threshold in fA. The latter mode would put a rather unfavourable restriction on

heating efficiency and on plasma confinement. However , It is found that the re

sistivity effect is essential for this mode. Tn this paper , a new resistive fishbone

mode analysis is carried out. In the CYmhd ,!1h)space , the stability diagram shows

complicate structure , the Cop肘~s branch is replaced by a weakly unstable mode

and there is no longer ciosed stable region. The growth rate of this mode varies

with !1h' its peak value is still very low compared to other internal modes. The

implications of these results to future tokamak experiments are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Interactions between MHD modes and energetic .particles which can be

produced through various high power auxilliary heatings and/or current drive

in tokamak plasmas are very important. Of them , the interaction between

trapped hot ions and the internal kink mode has attracted much attentions. One

of these internal kink modes , the fishbone mode , first observed in the PDX de

vice in NBI heating[l ·2]and later[3] in other devices like PBX , D m- D and JET ,
can sεverely eject hot ions then affect heating efficiency. Based on the ideal

MHD approximation , theoretic analyses[4-9] have been drown to this issue. Re

sistivity was considered in some publications as perturbation[5.6]. These theo

ries predict that there are two branches of unstable modes excited by hot

trapped ions. The first has a characteristic frequency ω句W dm , the average pre

cession frequency of trapped hot ions in tokamak configurations , having a rela

tively higher threshold in [3h' the beta value of hot trapped ions. This is the so

--called Chen-White branch[4]. The other ,withω句ω. i , the plasma ion diamag

netic drift frequency , has a much lower threshold in [3h. This is the Coppi's

branch[5.6]. Its easy excitation then put a great threat on large tokamaks and on

future D , T reactors[9]. On the other hand , however , experiments on many

tokamaks do not show such kink of vulnerability in exciting fishbone modes.

The disparity of theories and experiments has not been discussed so far. Tn a

previous paper[1吨， we indicated that resistivity effect can substantially (not in

a perturbed way) reform the stability diagram in O'mhd' [3h) space: the Coppi's

branch is replaced by a very weakly unstable mode which extends deeply into

originally stable region so that there is no longer restrict stable region. The

growth rate of this weakly unstable mode is now calculated in this paper. Com

parison with other internal modes is made. It seems that this mode should not

put great restriction on future tokamak projects.

The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section n , a briefreview of

fishbone mode theory is outlined; in Section m, resistive fishbone mode analy

sis is carried out; in Section N , some comparisons and discussions are given;

finally , in Section V , concluding remarks are drown.

1 A BRIEF REVIEW OF FISHBONE MODE THOERY

The main characteristics of fishbone modes observed in experiments can
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be summarized as : (i) this is an oscillation of m/n = 1/1 MHD sturcture , its os

cillographs look like fish skeletons; Oi) the mode can be excited during high

power NBT heatings and other heating with huge amount of hot ion popula

tions. Meanwhile t the magnetic fluctuations concomitant with the mode can e

ject hot ions severely , this in turn reduced the beta value of hot ions until it be

comes lower than the threshold value and the mode suppressed. The competi

tion between these processes form the fishbone cycle. The above-mentioned

characters imply that interaction between the internal kink modes and the hot

ions should be responsible for the mode excitation. In PDX device , frequencies

of magnetic perturbations lie in the range c1 0--- 20) kHz , approximately t these

are the precession frequencies of hot trapped ions produced by the perpendicu

lady NBI heating. Based on this , Chen et al ~4 :ldeveloped a theory for the fish

bones t indicating that this is a new branch of internal kink mode (different from

that supported by the pressure gradient of the background plasma) , excited

through resonant interaction between the precession :notion of hot ions and

MHD modes. The Chen-White theory gives a threshold value in the pressure of

hot ions as:

{3hc =ω'dmS/πωA' {3h = (R/Y1){3h (1)

whereω'dm=cEh/ (ZeBRrl)' Eh is the energy of trapped ions , r , is the radius

B
of the q = 1 surface iωA= - , with ρthe mass density of the background

、 12πRρ

plasma. s=r (dq/dr)rl is the magnetic shear at q=l surface. Generally , this

threshold has a value of about 10-2
• When {3h> {3hc' the fishbone is excited , the

rapid growing magnetic fluctuations will eject energetic ions then reduce their

pressure until it becomes lower than the threshold value , the mode is sup

pressed and heating raises this pressure again. A new cycle of fishbone then ap

pears. The Chen-White theory is based on the ideal MHD approximation , as

can be seen , non-ideal effects like the resistivity has little to do with this

branch.

Later , Coppi and his coworkers found[5.6.8]that in the framework of MHD

theory , there will be another branch of fishbone mode withω句ω川， ω川=一

dpiVEZF;(Ef) ,calculated dso at the q=Isurface.This branch has a much lower

threshold in f3h for exciting the mode. This is the so-called Coppi~s branch , or

sometimes the ion fishbone branch. To form suitable cycyle to explain experi-
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ments , it is necessary to introduce resistivity effect to stabilize the mode. They

did it in a perturbed way.

According to the unified theory for internal kink mode , the dispersion rela

tion of both the ideal and the resistive internal kink mode can be written
as[7. 1I]

8ir[(A3/2+5)/4J [ω(ω 一 ωJJI/2
8We + 8Wh 一 一一 = 0 (2)

h A9/4r[(NI2_ l) /4J (ωA/S)

where r is the complex gamma function , in its argument there is a parameter

A which is definde as

一 i[ω(ω 一屿 i)(ω 一 ω.JIn
(3)

-54/3ωAS

Besides what have been defined before , other parameters are definde as

1\ • ~ _ c .dT.
.=ω叫+ 0.71 ---i;-(一:...!)η

eBrl'" dr 咱

c .J?
=一二一(一~)

eBnrl'" dr

5=ωA'RS

'R = (4πd /TJc2 )

and TJ is the plasma resistivity. Tn all quantities cited above we have picked up

the magnetic shear S outside the relevant. quantities because there are some

confusions for the definition of ωA in Refs. [7 , 9]. For other quantities , aWe

is the perturbed plasma energy of the interior region ,oWh is the variation of the

hot ion energy. To simplify the analysis withou t loss of essential things , we in

troduce here the deeply trapped ion model for the hot ion contribution. i. e.

BIAYh=FdE〉乒InO 一旦旦) (4)
1 wdmαJ

here after we define {3h= {3hR/rl; for oWe' depending on the shape of the

safety factor profile q (忡， the usually adopted form is

毗=别去问 - qo) ({3~一川ω ω

for a parabolic q (r):

q(r) = qo + 0 - qo) (r/rl)2 , r < rl

in equation (5) , the equivalent beta value fot the background plasma {3p is de

fined as
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(6)pp=-JLτfdx X 2 dPldx. , x = rlrl

for easy comparisons with literatures , we introduce parameters

rmhd=-OWc (7)

r R = 5- 1/3ωAS (8)

and r R represents the typical MHD growth rate. From the conventional under

standing , when the resistivity becomes smaller t (the plasma temperature be

comes higher) , rR• o t then we have 11» 1. In this limit , the function involv

ing the parameter 11 will asymptotically takes the form

(8ir[(11的 + 5)/4J -3
F(ll)一→o 一 511-314) (9)- N /4 r[(N12 - I) /4J

if only the first term on the right hand side is taken , Eq (2) then becomes that

for the ideal internal kink modes

一 i[ω(ω 一 ω斗1/2 ωωdm
- r mhd + f3h 一=--1n 0 一一~) = 0 (10)

(ωAIs) ω'dmω

as were ~hown in Refs. [7 , 9J , if (3h=O , there is only an unstable mode with

ω=ω叫12 when Ymhd is larger than a threshold value

rn训冒
…..-乙α)A

this is the ideal internal kink mode. When f3h>O , a new mode t the fishbone

mode can be excited. In marginal conditions , the frequency takes real value , in

range ω〉ω.i' equation (0) can be splitted into a real part and an imaginary

part:

[ω， (ω，一 ω.i)JI/2=π(ωAls){3pωJω'dm

rmhd = f3p(ωJωdm )l n(ω'dmlω叫一I)

O I)

(2)

from Eq. O I), we get

ω， =ω. i0 - rr2f3HωAIωdms)2)-1 (3)

substitute the value of ω， in Eq (3) into Eq (2) , a marginal relationship be

tween rmhd and {3his obtained. This is depictted in the figure 1 t the region under

the solid curve in this figure is the stable region , where a stable mode with fre

quencyω川〈ω，<ωdm/2 exists. Generally t the tωoka臼ama此k plasma pressure is not

large enough so that the value of r飞飞r盯耐Y

max刘imun value d出ep抖3扎ictt臼ed from this curve , so that the unstable region is in fact

devided into two parts. That in the higher f3hside belongs to the Chen-White

branch , and the region near the longitudianl coordinate is the Coppi~s branch.

It can be found that the threshold value of f3hc for Chen-White branch from
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Eqs. (2) , (3)

Phc > (~~号)ω0-2ω.Jω'dm)1/2 (4)
山All

as far as the Coppi""s branch is concerned , there is no threshold in Ph within the

ideal MHD frame work. To explain the relaxation behaviour of the fishbone ,
the resistivity effect is introduced in a perturbed way , i. e. , from the asymptotic

expansion form , Eq. (9). Let ω=ωr+ii'， i'« 屿， considering the ion fishbone

approximation ω句ω.j ， an appro}{imate dispersion relation is obtained as

S i'R3 削·
i[ω〈ω- 的 )J叫1 + i. , v· ~， , ) = (i呐=.!.! - i'mhd)一

Aω(ω-ω.J (ω 一 ω.e) 叫m

05)

from this it is solved

pSi'R3
WdmS

he =山队j(ω:i-h)(ZF) 旧)

equation (7) defines a stable region in (i'mhd' Ph) space as shown in figure 1

by the dashed curve. It seems that the Coppi飞 theory can explain the relax

ation cycle of fishbone as" powerful auxilliary heating-the raising of the pres

sure of the hot ions-the excitation of the fishbone一the rapid loss of the hot

ions and the reduction of its pressure一 the supression of the fishbone". Howev

er. .because its much lower threshold value. this branch of fishbone is easy to

be excited and this put a great threat on the future tokamak heatings , including

the alpha particle heating in burning plasmas in reactors. Supprisingly. this sit

uation has not been reported by many tokamak experiments. Even in devices

where fishbone activity is found (the DIll-D. JET. JT-60). the resultant

effects seem much less severe. Compared to the PDX device. in the DIIl - D.

the condition for exciting fishbone is more restrict. the loss caused by fishbone

type fluctuation is much smaller. in the JET device. the fishbone activity was

reported. but it seems like that this activity was hidden in other internal activi

tics. These observations are directly contradict with the Coppi飞 theory which

predicts that the higher the plasma temperature. the narrower the stable region

due to resistivity effect. and the larger the i'mhd value. the easier the excitation

of the ion fishbone mode. Sofar. these diparities have not been discussed in any

detail in literatures.

In the previous paper[IO]. we have checked the foundation of the fishbone

theory and found that the Chen-White branch constitutes a selfconsistent de

scription. inclusion of nonideal effect like the resistivity does not affect its be
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haviour , however , the resistivity can reform the Coppi's branch substantially.

As a matter of fact , the perturbation treatment for considering resistivity effect

in the region where ω句ω.i is not correct. In the following , we present a resis

tive fishbone analysis.

。.1

unstable

0.02 0.04 0.06

Pk

Fig. 1 The marginal stability diagram for the ideal fishbone modes.

The stability rcgion is undcr the solid curve.
Thc left rcgion of the dashcd curve is the resistivity stabilizcd region.

Parametcrs:ω .islωA=3/4o. ωdmslωA=1/4. ω.;/rR =6.

2 THEORY OF RESISTIVE ION FISHBOi~ES

First , we point out the inconsistency of a perturbed treatment in the ion

fishbone analysis. Let

ω=ω.i+Bωr+iY. from Eq. (5) we obtain

8ωr - π2 f3h2ω .j(ωAIωdms )2 (7)

the marginal condition allows us to replace the (Jh value in above equation by

that in Eq. (17), then we have

8ωr = 1. 56YR 6/(nhdω.j(ω. i 一 ω川 )2) (18)

with this , the value then becomes

11 = 1. 12YR (Ymhd(ω. j 一 ω..) ) -2/3 (9)

therefore , it is seen , in the ideal MHD approximation , when rr吨， YR• 0 , we

have 11• 0. This is just the opposite limit for a correct expansion of Eq. (9)

which requires 11»1. Then the inconsistency of Coppi's theory is obvious.

To correctly describe the behaviour of the ion fishbone , it is necessary to

start from the restrict dispersion relation , Eq (2) , here we write it in a form

F(Q)[ω(ω - w.j)]1/2 = i(坠)[Ymhd - f3h 丘InO - ~d~)] (20)
S - Wdm W
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(22)

with Q=NI2 , then

8r[(Q + 5)/4J
F(Q) 一- Q3/2r[(Q - 1) /4J

where F (Q) is defined by Eq (9)

Q=b口iω(ω 一 ω叭W.i叫)(ω 一;.叫.e)]ν
一-YY (23)

the dispersion relation (21) should be solved numerically. Split the dispersion

equation (21) into the real part and the imaginary part as

Re{F(Q)[ω(ω - W.iJI/2} = 今rrPh叫/叫m (24)

Im{F(Q)[ω(ω一 ω斗1/2} = (生)[rmhd - Ph 乒!n(年一1)J
S - Wdm 山

functions of Re {F (Q)} and 1m {F (Q)} are plotted in figs. 2 , 3 against Q.

The ion fishbone mode is in a region of Q<l , where F (Q) behaves complicat

edly. It can be seen from these figures that the asymptotic expansion is approx

imately correct when Q»2.

(25)

::萨;J-

~:::~

2.05.0

去
。
v
h
}
U间

4.0

nunu
哩
。
句
，
"

文
O
V
K古
时

一3.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

Fig. 2b , 1m {F CQ)} versus Qr'

Different values of Qi are indicated near

corresponomg curves.

Seven parameters are directly relevant to the characters of the fishbone

mode. They are: (ωA/S) ， ω 川， ω叫， rR' r mhd' Ph and ω'dm' We select r mhd and

Ph as free parameters but fix others according to corresponding tokamak exper

imental conditions. The ratio ofω叫/rR ， plays a special role. Usually , its value

increases with the device size and lies in the range of 2-20. With the increase

5.04.02.0 3.0

Im(Q}

1.05.0

Fig. 2a , Re {F CQ)}versusQr'

Different values of Qi are indicated near

4.02.0 3.0

Re(Q}

1. 0
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Different values of Qi are indicated
near correspondinK curves.

2.0 3.0

Im(Q}

1.0

Fig. 3a. 1m {F CQ) l versus Q..

Different values of Qi are indicated
near corre5pondinK curves.

In ω.J'YR ， the structure of the stability diagram becomes more complicated. ln

marginal stable state , w.e can find from the relation of the real frequency and

the pressure of hot ions that there are two branches of modes , one has a fre

quency range of ω.;/2<ωr<ω叫， the other is in the range of ω〉ω时， they coa

lesce when ωr→ω.i' The variations of frequencies of these two modes with (3h

are shown in figure 4 , where the ideal fishbone mode is also shown by the

dashed curve , determined by formula (3). lt clearly shows that resistivity

changes the characters of the ion fishbone mode subst~ntially: in small (Jh re

gion , the Coppi~s mode di~.appears， but the Chen-White mode which situates

in the high Ph region does not change. Correspondingly , the marginal stability

curves in the (Ymhd , (3h) space are shown in Fig. 5. There are two separate

curves , the right is for ωr>ω叫， the left one is for ω 川/2<问〈ω.i' The ideal

MHD fishbone mode is shown by the dashed curve. Again , this figure shows

the Chen-White branch does not change but the Coppi~s branch disappears. Be

cause the marginal stable curve is not closed , we should make sure what hap

pens in the region where the ideal MHD theory predicts stable or unstable.

This analysis is done in the following by a " constant growth rate contour anal-

ysis" .
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The upper curve is for the branch of ω'.>ω.;; the lower is for ω叫12<ω'.<ω.;. Parameters:

ω.;/rR =2.ωA/sω'dm=4.ωdm/rR = 20. The dashed curve is for the ideal fishbone.
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Fig. 4b The same as in figure 4a with ω .JYIl =3.

Letω=ωr+iαYR ， α«1. For a given α ， change 屿， in the range of ω.>队J

2 , we obtain one curve in the CYmhd , fih) plane , within the interior region of two
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Fig. 5 The marginal stable curve of resistive fishbone mode. parameters:
ω .IIYR =6. ω~"，IYR=20. ω... /JYR =80.

α=const. curves I the mode has a growth rate of al <r/rR<α2' (Fig. 6). It is

shown that in the ideal stable region when (1h approaches the boundary of the

Chen-White branch I the growth rate becomes extremely small so that it can be

considered as stable. 1n the left part of the open region I however I the struc

tures of the contours are rather complicated I some loop structures exhibi t.

Within these loops I there are two unstable modes with different frequencies

and growth rates. The physically important mode is that with larger growth

rate. 1n this region I however , the plasma beta should be rather large , the realis

tic tokamak can hardly operate in this region and we do not pay more attention

to this issue.

The exact value of the weakly unstable mode which lies in the original

Coppi's unstable and ideally stable region can be calculated by a special

method. For fixed rmhd value , the mode becomes unstable when (1h Is larger than

a threshold value , then the growth rate increases with the increse in (1h first ,af

ter reaching the peaked value , it decreases rapidly but has a long tail (Fig.

7). Correspondingly , the frequency of the weakly unstable mode approaches

the ion diamagnetic frequency from the lower side and then surpasses it a lit-
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Fig. 68 The constant growth rate contours in the <rmhd' (3h) plane

ω=ω1， +ia'YR' different value!! of αare indicated ncar correspondinE( curves.

Other parameters are the same as in fi E(. 5.

1.2X lO- 1
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咽
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h
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。
。 6X lO-' 1.2X10-1

A

1.8X10-1 2.4X10- 1 3.0X10-1

Fig. 6b The extended diagram of figure 6a in the low 且 region

tle. This is the reason why we call it the ion fishbone mode.

For larger rmhd' with the increase in Ph' the loop region will be intersect
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Fig. 7a The growth rate of the resistive ion fishbone mode versus Ph

Different 、.values of )'mhd are indicated near the curves. Other parameters are the same as in FiRS. 5.6.

r..bd=4.0XI0•
6. 05X 10'

6.03X10‘

6.01 X 10‘

S

5. 99X 10‘

5. 97X 10'

5.95X10·
。

~

A

18.0

Fig. 7b The frequency of the resistive fishbone mode

ed. We can find two modes with different growth rate and frequency. One ex

ample is shown in Fig. 8. For the even larger Ymhd value , one of the mode ap

proaches the ideal fishbone mode with rather high growth rate , but as men

tioned above , the corresponding parameters are thought to be not realistic.
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Fig. 8 Growth rates of two different modes which exist

in the loop region with i'mhd = 4. 4Xl 0-3

Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 7a.

3 COMPARISONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Compare our results to others , the following issues are essential: (i) re

sistivity substantially changes the structure of stability diagram. For low f3h

case , the ion fishbone mode becomes unstable when f3h is greater than a thresh

old value f3h/门， it can not be stabilized again for larger f3h (unlike the ideal case

where there is a stable boundary). However , its growth rate is too small to

cause physically important effects. We feel that this weakly unstable mode can

be considered as nearly stable mode. (iD Compared to the Coppi飞 results for

the growth rate , it seems that 'the resistive ion fishbone has much lower

growth rate. As an example , we use parameters in Fig. 7a: for I'mhd = 4 X

10-3 , the peak value I'I I'/{ = 5 X 1 。一 3 ， and f3h= 6X lO-3 , from formula (1 6)

for Coppi~s result , on the other hand , we have

I'I I'R= 2π卢h l'mhd(ωAISωdm) 一 (5/2) (YRIω .;)( I'RI(ω. i 一 ω川))

= 4.8 X 10-2
一 2.8 X 10-2 = 2 X 10-2

The later is 4 times than the former. (i ii) Compared to the resistive inter

nal kink mode of which the growth rate can be estimated by

I' Sl'R 2

一 = n -" = O. 046
I'R 2ω叫ωH
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that is almost one order of magnitude higher than the resistive ion fishbone' s.

Concerning experimentally observed fishbone activity. it is necessary to check

other parameter , the equivalent beta of background plasma. According to Bus

sac et al. .[1 2] the requirement of i'mhd>O means {3,,>0. 3. Assume P=PO <1
gx勺， then {3p=g{3p (0) /2. where {3p (0) is the poloidal beta of the plasma at

the q = 1 surface with the pressure at the magnetic axis. For g = O. 4. this

means that when {3p (0) > 1. 5. the value of Ymhd can be positive. For negative

Ymhd • only the Chen-White fishbone can be excited. Even when Ymhd value is

positive as estimated by Coppi and his coworkers in explaining the PDX' s re

suits. our analysis indicates that the experimentally observed mode can hardly

be explained as the ion fishbone mode because its growth rate is too small.

As far as future tokamaks are concerned. the energy of energetic particles

is rather high. this makes a high threshold for exciting the Chen-White fish

bone. so that we feel the most important i.nternal kink mode is the ideal inter抽

nal kink mode which could be unstable due to the high plasma beta.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The fishbone modes excited by energetic trapped ions in tokamak plasmas

can be described by ideal MHD theory in the high frequency case where a high

er threshold in beta value of the energetic trapped ions is required; for the low

frequency brant:h. the ion fishbone mode. resistivity determines the main

property of the mode. ideal treatment is not suitable any longer. Analysis car

ried out in this paper shows that the ion fishbone mode is a weakly unstable

mode. We feel that another nonideal effects. such as the finite Larmor radius

effect. the viscosity. will also be substantia l. For future tokamaks with very

high energetic populations (l ike the alphas produced by D. T reactions). the

most important internal kink mode is the idea !internal kink mode.
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